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1. Purpose and Scope
Journal of International Society of Life Information Science (Journal of ISLIS) is an academic journal of International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS). The Journal of ISLIS publishes the fruits of scientific researches (e.g. original research papers, review articles) in which consciousness, the spirit or the mind, etc.

Targeted main research fields
Functions of living bodies, Emission from living bodies, Brain physiology, Mental activity of all kinds, integrative medicine, alternative medicine, Oriental medicine, Traditional medicine, Qigong and qi, Latent talents, Extrasensory perception, Psychophysical phenomena, Anomalous somatic functions, etc.

2. Copyright
The copyrights of all articles published in the Journal of ISLIS belong to the International Society of Life Information Science. Therefore, anyone who wishes to reprint, quote from, or translate articles must obtain the permission of the Society.

3. Type of manuscript
Manuscripts are classified into four types as follows.

1) Original Research Paper: To be considered for publication, these manuscripts should report original contributions to scientific research results. They are considered for adequateness of content and form as scientific research.
2) Review Article: To be considered for publication, these manuscripts should review some theme of scientific research within the scope of the Society's interest.
3) Proceedings: A presented paper at an academic meeting which the Editors judge to be valuable to the readers.
4) Case Study / Clinical Report: A report of an incident or clinical case that is uncommon or of exceptional educational value.
5) Letter to the Editor: These are opinions expressed to readers of this journal. The Editors may edit letter length, form, etc. if necessary.
6) Others: Other articles which the Editors judge to be valuable to the readers.

4. Language and Layout of manuscript
Manuscripts should be written in English or in English and Japanese.

They are acceptable without a Japanese version. In this case, Japanese translation will not be published in the journal.

English manuscript should be edited in English by a native speaker before submission. Chinese authors should submit manuscripts in English or in English and Japanese plus a supplementary Chinese version to the Editor. This Chinese version may be published if necessary, although the English or English/Japanese version will appear.

The Japanese manuscript should be edited in Japanese by a native speaker before submission.

Manuscripts should be typed on 8 1/2 × 11 inches (international letter size) or A4 (ISO paper size, 210mm × 297mm) paper. English manuscripts must be checked by an adult native English speaker.

1) Manuscripts consist of the title, author name(s), affiliation(s), the abstract, keywords, the text, figure(s), table(s), their legend(s), references.
2) The abstract summarizes the purpose, the method
3) and the results including the point that the author wishes to emphasize. The English abstract should be 100-200 words. The Japanese abstract should be 200-400 characters.
4) Keywords are listed for 5 up to about 10 words.
5) It is preferable that the text is divided into the following: Introduction, theory, experiment, results, discussion and conclusion. Unnecessary sections can be omitted among these.
5. Date of acceptance
The day on which the manuscript is received is that on which it reaches the Editors. The day on which the manuscript is accepted is that on which it is decided by the Editors.

6. Submission media
In electric submission, both the manuscript file and an additional file must be submitted. Fonts of the text are embedded into the files if needed. The additional file (PDF or printed papers) will be used for checking the layout of the manuscript.

In submission by printed papers, three copies of the manuscript must be submitted for plural peer review. Clear photocopies are acceptable for the text, figures and tables. Only for photographs, three original prints are acceptable.

The contact author should keep a copy because the submitted manuscript is not returned as a rule.

7. Examining the manuscript and re-submitting
Based on peer review, the Editors decide to accept or reject the manuscript and also set the publishing order. Original Research Papers that are accepted by at least two professional reviewers are published. The content of the manuscript is assumed to be the author's responsibility.

Any manuscript for which correction is requested should be submitted again as promptly as possible. If the corrected manuscript is not returned to the Editors within six months from the day it was sent to the contact author, the Editors may dispose of it without publication.

8. Camera ready
The final revised manuscript should be submitted in camera ready style. (Please see Information for Authors for details).

9. Postal Address
The address for submission of manuscripts is:

Hideyuki KOKUBO
*Journal of ISLIS* Executive Editor
c/o International Research Institute (IRI)
40A, Yuuki Bldg., 1108-2, Sonno, Inage, Chiba
263-0051 JAPAN

10. Publication cost
The authors should pay publication cost which is decided by the ISLIS Editorial Office.